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ABSTRACT 
The minimal norm extension problem for real partial Hankel matrices is studied: 
Let xi, i E (Y c E (= (1,. . .) n}) be given real numbers. Find xi, i E _n \ a, such 
that the (finite) Hankel matrix 
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has lowest possible norm (as an operator on the Euclidean space IW”). This min-maw 
problem is reduced to an unconstrained maximization problem. It is close to a 
nonlinear eigenvalue problem. The results suggest a new class of computer algo- 
rithms. 
0. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK 
The minimal norm extension problem for partial Hankel matrices, as 
outlined in the abstract, is related to approximation problems in function 
theory. This is best explained in the context of the example which originally 
motivated this work. It arises in signal processing and was suggested to us by 
C. Foias as an outgrowth of his work in seismology (see [2] and references 
given there). The physical interpretation concerns the reception of discrete 
time signals up to a certain time n, of which some are intelligible. Important 
to seismology is the case when the early data are unintelligible because there 
is an explosion which initiates the experiment. In our terminologyi this 
corresponds to the case when (Y is of the form a = {I, . , k). The aim is to 
fit the unknown data with an x satisfying dist(x, H,) < 1. Here 
1 1 n 
X( 2) := q; + .*. +r, ; 
( i 
, 
and H, denotes the Hardy space H, of functions analytic in the open disk 
and bounded in the closed unit disk. For physical reasons (passivity) one 
knows that a solution exists. 
Using Nehari’s theorem, the (slightly different) problem of finding 
dist(x, H,) reduces to the Hankel minimization problem of finding p := 
minXf S (I II H(,,lI where H(,, is defined in (A) above. If we let H, denote the 
’ One receives discrete time signals x(j) which are not intelligible beginning at time t = 0, 
but later, at time t = 1 > 0, they become intelligible. The signals are subsequently measured up 
to time N, when recording ceases. For physical reasons (passivity) one knows that the Fourier 
transform X^(e”) of the true signal has supremum norm less than one. Of course, we do not all 
the true signal zx(j), but only its values for I Q j < N. The problem is to find some coefficients 
x(j) for j Q 1 and j > N so that together with the measured data they produce X^(e”) satisfying 
ilill = sup Ix^(e’“)l < 1. To convert this to our problem merely multiply X^(e”) by e-“‘. 
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Hankel matrix associated with the polynomial l/z’, i.e., 
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where in the first column the 1 appears in the ith row, then the matrix (A) is 
simply 
H cxj = 5 riHi = c xiHi + c xiHi. 
i=l iEa iEn\a 
Writing H, = Ci E o1 xi Hi, representing the given part, and n \ CY = 
{ii,. . . , ip}, we thus want to determine 
P 
lJ= min Ho+ cxi,Hj . 
xi,. , x, P j=l ’ 
(0.2) 
Note that intrinsically it is a min-max problem, since the norm of a matrix is 
gotten by maximizing a Rayleigh quotient. An ad hoc method for the special 
case that CY = (2) is presented in [4]. 
Our main objective in this article is to convert the problem from a 
min-max problem to a pure maximization problem (which is unavoidably 
much more nonlinear). We carry this out for a basic class of problems. In 
addition to their intrinsic mathematical interest, our results suggest a new 
class of computer algorithms. 
We mention a completely different approach to general matrix norm 
minimizations which relies on dualizing the problem. In particular one can 
use that the dual space of 53 ” ” is again the space of n X n real matrices via 
the bilinear product 
(X,Y> = tr(YrX) 
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to obtain that 
(0.31 
where F is the cone 
B={U~UbO;trH,,r!=O,j=l,..., p}. 
Here U > 0 denotes that U is positive semidefinite. In [5] an algorithm is 
developed for determining p in (0.3) where Ho, H,,, . . , Hi,, may be any set 
of matrices (of compatible size). This procedure is based on characterizations 
as in (0.31, and basically uses a variation of Newtons method. In each step of 
the procedure the.eigensystem of the current approximant is computed using 
EISPACK. 
In this paper we develop an algorithm for determining /_L in Hankel 
minimization problems. In Section I we present our main result together 
with the algorithm mentioned above, implied by this result. In Section 2 we 
give more details about the algorithm for the special case of consecutive 
unknowns. In the appendix we present some spectral properties of Hankel 
operators which are used in deriving the algorithm. 
1. COMPUTING THE MINIMAL NORM 
Our algorithm is based upon the following result: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 1 E a C 14 and xi E [w, i E cx, he @en. Suppose 
that 
P := min c xiHi + 
lj,,lEg\a /I iGa 
(1.1) 
is attained for yi = xi, i E n \ (Y. Let p denote the dimension of the 
eigenspace of H(t, at p’, where 
H (x) = 5 XiHi, x = (x I,..., x,,). 
i=l 
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Further, let q = max{l, 1 p/2]}, where [ml denotes the largest integer smaller 
than m. Then 
(1.2) 
where the supremum is taken over all n x q matrices V of the form 
with 
wi = 
tp 
L(I) 
‘y- 1 
0 
q-1 
. . . t(i) 
v-1 .** 0 
. . 
t(“) 
9-l 
. . . t(i) 
q-l .** 
tb’) 
q-1 
uv, i = l,...,q, 
for s0m.e 2; = (0 **. 6 * **. * 0 1.. 
j = 0, , q, satisfying 
-<)T E IR” and some $“I, i = 1, . . , q - 1, 
tr(VrH,V) = 0, iEn\a. (1.3) 
When the supremum in (1.2) is attained for V = V,, then V, satisfies the 
equation 
where E = sign[tr Vf(C, E a xi H,>V,]. 
Note that from Equation (1.4) one can solve for the unknown xi, 
i E n \ (Y (assuming one knows p and V,). 
Proof. First note that the minimum in (1.1) is indeed attained. This is 
because its value must lie between 0 and y := l]C, E a xi HiI1 and therefore we 
only need to consider yi, i E _n \ CY, in the interval [ - 27,271. This being a 
compact set, the minimum is obtained. Let this be the case for yi = xi, 
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i E n \ (Y. Further, note that p is the sum of the dimensions of the 
eigenspaces of H(,, at p and - /.L. Since these dimensions differ by at most 1 
(H(X) is Hankel; see the appendix), one of the eigenspaces, at EP, with 
E E { - 1, l), say E = 1, must have dimension q (and the other dimension 
p-q>qXAb asis for the eigenspace is 
{vo, (S + ST)2;,, . . , [ s9-1 + ( sq9-‘]uo), 
where S denotes the forward shift matrix of size n (see the appendix). Now 
Itr V ‘Hc,,V I
lJ= 
trVTV ’ 
where V consists of q vectors in the eigenspace of EP and V satisfies 
tr V I‘H,V = 0, iEn\ct 
(use (0.2) with U = W T, and a characterization for the optimal U; see. e.g., 
[5, Theorem 3.11). But then the theorem follows. n 
The algorithm now basically consists of assuming that q is as low as 
possible unless proven to be otherwise, and of using (1.3) for expressing some 
of the unknown ug’ and t!“) in terms of the others. For the latter we have to 
assume that the qth toe frcrent of 0 is nonzero. This is generically so. If, C 
however, v4 = 0, then we can adjust the procedure by assuming c9 = 0 # 
v9+ r and proceed in the same way. 
Let us now present the algorithm. 
step 1. Put q = 1. 
Step 2. Let 
9-l 
v = (cz:Dq ,...) Vn_q+l,O-..O), 
and put tyl r = 1. Use the equations 
tr VTHiV = 0, iE_n\a, (1.5) 
to express, if possible,” uj, j E p, in terms of vj, j E n \ p, and tj”, 
’ Whether or not such a formula is possible depends on the pattern in which the unknown 
x’s appear. In Section 2 we calculate such a formula when the unknown x’s appear consecu- 
tively. Which patterns for unhewn x’s give formulas of this type is an interesting question for 
further research. 
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i=l . . > q,j = o,...,q - 
subset’of {q + 1,. . . , 
1. Here V is as in Theorem 1.1, and p is some 
n - q + 1) with cardinality equal to _n \ (Y. 
Step 3. Compute 
ltrVT(CiEaxiHi)VI 
SUP 
L; trVTV ’ 
(1.6) 
where uq may be set to equal 1, and vi, i E p, is expressed in terms of vj, 
j E I?: \ /3, and tj’“‘, i = 1,. . , q, j = 0,. . , q - 1 as in step 2. Thus (1.6) is 
an unconstrained supremum problem with unknowns uj, j E _n \ /3, and t!‘), 
i=l . . 7 q, j = O,..., q - 1. Suppose the supremum in (1.6) is attaine d at 
V, and is p*. Let e = sign tr V,T(CxiHi)V,. 
Step 4. Solve for xi, i E _n \ a, in the equation 
If this overdetermined set of equations has a solution, proceed to step 5. If 
not, put q = q + 1 and proceed to step 2. 
Step 5. Check if the dimension of the eigenspace of Hex, is precisely q. 
This happens if and only if there exist o and a with 
(S + ST+ aZ)o=v, 
4 
and o=(a,~(q+~)=l,..., o(“-Y),O ,..., 0). Ifsuch wand (Y do 
not exist, then p* is the desired optimum. Else, put q = q + 1, and to step 
2. 
Let us present one simple example. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Find 
1 1 x 
min Iii 1 X 0 ret4 ill . x 0 0 
8 J. 
In this case n = 3, a = 
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(3}, and xi = x2 = 1. Equation (1.5) becomes 
so 03 = -(u,)~/~u i. Now (1.6) becomes (with o, = 1) 
1 + 20, 
G;%! 1 + (GJ + f(D,)” . 
Using MAPLE, we find that this supremum equals p* = 1.584458843 and is 
attained for v 2 = 0.5485837704. Since 1 a ( = 1, it suffices to check for q < 1. 
Thus we have found the desired minimum p.+, and the corresponding 
eigenvector is 
The corresponding x equals - 0.2384168123. 
2. THE CASE OF CONSECUTIVE UNKNOWNS 
In this section we consider an important subclass of the general problem, 
namely the case when (Y is of the form { 1, . , n - k - 1) for some k. Thus 
we are interested in a Hankel minimal norm extension of the partial matrix 
‘3 ?’ 
0 
x,,-k 
For some of our purposes we shall require that n - k > pn. The objective in 
this section is to show that for this case the equation (1.5) leads to the desired 
solutions. 
Let, for the moment, 4 equal 1, and consider for G = (0, = 1, us, . . , u,> 
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the equations 
vTHiv = 
These are the equations (1.5). 
0, i =n - k,...,n. 
For i = n - k we obtain 
vlvn-k + vzv,_k- 1+ “’ +z),,-k-102 + v,-kvI = 0, 
and thus 
‘Zvn-k-l + **. +v n-k-+)2 
0,-k = 
2Vl 
9 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Thus v,-k is a function of (v1,)v2,. ,v,~~_~. For i = n - k + 1 we obtain 
in a similar way 
v2v,_k + v3vn_k_1 + --- +v,-k_1v3 + v,_kvz 
V n-k+1 = 
20, 1 (2.3) 
which, together with (2.21, implies that v,_~+ i can be regarded as a function 
of (v&a,. rv,,_k_l. Proceeding in this way, we ultimately obtain that all 
of v n-k,...,v’n can be regarded as functions of (v,,>v,, . . . , vn_k_ 1. This 
observation we use in step 3 of the algorithm to obtain a unconstrained 
supremum. It is of interest to note that the supremum in (1.6) has the form 
where 
I 
R, \ 
R= ; with Rj(V,, . . . ,Vn_k_l) = -&o,, . . . ,V,L_k-l) 
\Rk, 
1 
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and P is a homogeneous expression in II~, . , , n - k - 1 of degree j + 1, 
j = 1, , k. Nonlinear Rayleigh quotients as in (2.4) are closely related to 
nonlinear eigenvalue problems. 
Now, let 4 = 2, and denote u = (O,Z)~,O~, . . ,o,_~, O), 
(Y 1 0’ ‘P Y o\ 
1 cr ‘. 
T,= . +’ 
Y P / 
T, = . . y . (2.5) 
,O 1 ff ,O Y’ P, 
Equation (1.5) reduces to 
(T,V)“Hi(TIV) + (TJ-Hi(T2V) = 0, i=n-k ,...,n. 
This yields 
i [(Vj-1 + ffvj + "j+l)+v-1 + avv-j+ 1 + 'v-j+ 1) 
j=l 
+(yV,j_l + PVj + Y"j+l)(Y"v-j + P"v-j+l + Y'v-j+P)] = OT 
v=n - k,...,n, 
where we put ~o,~l,~,l,v~,+l equal to zero. One can rewrite this in the form 
=b 
where A is Toeplitz and depends only upon v 2, . . , vk +4r a, /3, and y, and 
the vector b depends only upon vp,. ,v,~~~_~, a, 0 and 7. To be more 
specific, 
where a, = 0 for v < -3, and 
U= 
Y (vv + ffvv+1 + v”+z> +a(%+1 + ~Vv+z + vvt.3) 
+(I&+2 + *s,+3 + au,+,), v,, -2, 
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with v,=O when v < 1 or u 2 n - 1. Now one can solve for 
V n-&lr”.,Vn-l in terms of v2,03,. ,D,,_~_~, CY, p, and 7, provided 
k + 4 < n - k - 1. One can do this as follows. Partition A: 
where A,,, A,,, A,,, and A,, are of size (k - 1) X 2, (k - 1) X (k - l), 
2 X 2, and 2 X (k - 1) respectively, and one obtains that A,, is a lower 
triangular Toeplitz matrix. Writing 
and 
where 6’ consists of the first two components of b, Equation (2.5) transforms 
into 
Thus 
(2.6) 
v2 = A,‘(b, - A,$), (2.7) 
(2.8) 
where v1 is the solution of 
(Aa1 - A,, A,‘A,,)v’ = b” - Ai’b’. 
Note that the standard fact about matrices 
det( A,, - A,, AlilAl,) = det A det A,, 
tells us that v ’ as a function of the other variables is one polynomial in them 
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divided by another polynomial in them. The denominator polynomial is 
produced by det A det A,, = (det A)u i ‘-’ The Rayleigh quotient (1.6) for . 
this case has the form of the supremum over u0 := (0, 02, . , 
Xl *.- xn-k o 
X n-k 
0 0 
” 
V 0 zL 
t ?; RI 
j= 1 11 R2 
(2.9) 
Here R, := Rl(vo, a, p, y) := v1 and R, := R2(u0, a, /3, y) := v* are given 
by (2.7) and (2.8). Recall that the Toeplitz matrices T. [see (2.511 depend only 
on CY, /3,y. Also we comment that homogeneity of 2.9) implies that u * (: can 
be set to 1. In this case R, is a polynomial in (Y, /3, y, and v” (since 
det A,, = v,“- ’ = 1). Note that in the case q = 1 the function R, was not 
present. 
For arbitrary q we obtain the following. Denote 
u = (0, . ..> V,{ 1...> v,,_‘l+,,o, 
T, = t(i) c,- 1 
0 t(i) r,-1 ... 
The equations (1.5) become 
‘I 
c v“T,‘H,T,v = 0, 
i=l 
f > 011 
0 
t(i) 
‘, - 1 
t:” 
i = l,...,y 
p=n-k 7.. . , n, 
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or, equivalently, 
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p = n - k,. ., n, (2.10) 
where zji = 0 whenever i < g orj > n - q + 1. The equations (2.10) can be 
rewritten in the form 
- 
A 
\ 
= B, 
I 
where A depends upon vq, . , v~~+~_~, and tji), i = 1, , 
q, j =o,..., q - 1, and B depends upon v,!, . . ,o,pk_r,, and tj”, i = 
1,. . , q, j = 0,. , q - 1. As in the q = 2 case, one can rewrite the 
Rayleigh quotient (1.6) as was done in (2.9). Doing so, the summation in both 
numerator and denominator will run from j = 1 to q, and the nonlinear term 
R, which appears in both numerator and denominator will be a vector of 
length 2(q - 1). Note that as long as 
n-k-y+1>3q+k-2, (2.11) 
we can solve for v,_k&q+I,. ,u,_q+l in terms of the other unknowns. The 
requirement (2.11) is the same as 
4q <n - 2k + 3. 
Since the number of steps of the algorithm does not exceed half the number 
of unknowns, (k + 1)/2,3 we can solve the equations (1.5) when 
2(k+1) <n-2k+3, 
giving 
4k+4<n+5, 
’ For the optimal solution H the sum of the dimensions of the eigenspaces at /.L* and at 
-/A* is at most the number of unknowns k + 1. Therefore y = min(dimEig(H, pa), 
dimEig(H, -/A~)) <(k + O/2. 
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so k + 1 < fn + 2. So when the number of unknowns 
equations (1.5) are solvable. 
WOERDEMAN 
is < $a, the 
APPENDIX. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF HANKEL OPERATORS 
There is much literature on Hankel operators and their spectral proper- 
ties. Since problems concerning Hankel operators originate from (prediction 
theory for Gaussian processes and) approximation theory for rational func- 
tions, the literature focuses on singular values of Hankel operators, rather 
than eigenvalues. The results in this section seem to be generally known, but, 
unable to find their statements in the literature, we will give a full exposition 
of the results we use. 
Let p = ((pi)TZl be in I,, the Lesbesgue space of absolutely summable 
sequences of rea i numbers. The Hankel operator on 1, corresponding to cp is 
denoted by @ and has, relative to the standard basis in I,, the following 
matrix representation: 
‘pz 
93 
(Pq 
(P3 
v4 
(P.5 
(A.11 
The following result gives a description of the eigenspace of Q, corresponding 
to a nonzero eigenvalue. 
THEOREM A.l. Let cp = <cp,&, E I,, and let @ : 1, * 1, denote its 
associated Hankel operator. Let h he a nonzero eigenvnlue of @, and let p 
denote the dimen.sion of the eigenspace of iD at A. We denote by o = (uj>;“=, 
an eigemector of @ at A for which the number { /.&I, = u2 = *.. = vP_, = 
0, vW # 0) is as high as possible. Then the eigenspace of @ at A is giGen by 
{Tu 1 T : 1, * 1,) T symmetric and Toeplitz of bandwidth p}. (A .2) 
By a symmetric Toeplitz operator on 1, of bandwidth p we mean an 
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operator on 1, whose matrix relative to the standard basis is of the form 
T= 
a1 a2 ..* ap_l 0 0 *-- 
a0 al .** ap_2 apeI 0 
. . . 
ap_l ape2 ap-3 *** a0 a1 a2 .*f 
0 ap-I ap-2 *** a1 a0 u1 -** 
/ 
We shall call the bandwidth p strict when aP_ I # 0. 
The proof of the theorm is based on some simple minded well-known 
properties of Hankels. Let S denote the forward shift operator on l,, i.e., 
lo 0 0 0 .*. \ 
1 0 0 0 -*. 
0 1 0 0 ..* 
s= 0 () 1 0 . . . 
0 0 0 1 *.. 
. . 
. . / 
Then Sr is the backward shift. 
LEMMA A.2. Let w = (0, w2, wg, . . ) E I,, and let Q, be the Hankel 
operator (A. 1). Then 
@S%J = SGUJ + (cp, Sw)l,e,, 
where e, = (1, 0, . . I?‘. 
LEMMA A.3. Let @ be the Hankel operator (A.1 >. Then for every y E 1, 
@Sy = SWy. 
Proof of Theorem A. 1. Since p E 1 1, the operator CD is compact. There- 
fore p < 00, and a vector u as in the theorem exists. Let /_L be the number 
described, namely such that u, = .*a = oP_, = 0 and uP + 0. Further, let w 
be an eigenvector of iD at h such that {VI w1 = 0.. = w,_r = 0, q, # 0) is 
as small as possible, and let v denote this minimum. Note that p ,< /.L - v + 
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1, since a basis n(i), . . , u(P) of the eigenspace of Q, at A can always be 
chosen such that the number of first zero coordinates of uci) is smaller than 
the number of first zero coordinates of u(~+‘). 
We have the following observation. Let y he an eigenvector of Q, at A 
such that yi = 1.. = yy = 0. Note that 
((S + ST)@y, s”-‘w + (ST)%) 
= A(( s + ST) y, s”-lo + ( ST)Y-lW) 
= ((S + ST)y,(Y’ + (sTy%I) 
= ((S + ST)y,@(S”-‘w + (ST)y-lo) + t), (A.3) 
where 5 E span{e,, . , e “_ il. Noting that the first v - 1 coefficients of 
(S + S’)y are zero, we obtain 
(( s + ST)@y, sy-L + (ST)“%) 
= ((S + sT)y,qs'-lco+ (ST)%) 
= (qs + ST)y, sy-lw + (sT)v-lw) (A 4 
Since the first component of S “-‘w + (ST>Y-l~ is nonzero, and 
@(S + Sr)y - (S + ST)@y E span{e,} 
(Lemmas A.2 and A.3), we obtain from (A.4) that 
qs + Sl‘)y = (S + s?‘py = A(S + ST)y. 
Consequently, (S + ST) y is an eigenvector of Q at h. 
It now follows easily that u,(S + ST)u,. . ,(S + ST)C”-“+‘~ generates a 
basis for the eigenspace of @ at A. n 
The following theorem describes the connection between the subspaces at 
h(+ O> and -A. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let @ : I, -+ 1, be the Hankel operator (2.1), and let 
A # 0 be an eigenvalue of @. Then the dimensions of the eigenspaces of @ at 
A and -A difer by at most 1. Moreover, we obtain the following descrip- 
tions. Let I_L f be the largest possible integer j such that for an eigenvector 
v = <vi>:=“=1 of Q at k A we have that v1 = ... = Vj-l =Oandvj#O. Let 
v? be such eigenvectors at +A. Zf pu+ = p_, then the dimensions of the 
eigenspaces of Q, at A and -A are the same number p, and 
span 1 v*,(S + ST)v+,..., [ sp-1 + ( syqv +) 
is the eigenspace for @ at fh. Zf p+ z p_, then1 /_L+ - p-1 = 1 and the 
dimensions of the eigenspaces difer by 1. Moreover, when p+= pu, + 1, _ 
and p is the dimension of the eigenspace at + A, then 
span 
( 
(S - S~)V~,..., (9-i - (s’.)‘~l)v+) 
is the eigenspace of @ at r A. Also, the eigenspace at + A may be described 
bY 
span 1 v*,(S + ST)vi,..., (s’-* + (sT)‘-l)u*) 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the following remarks. If v = 
<vj)j”= r E 1, is an eigenvector of @ at k A, v i = 0, and (S + Sr)v is also an 
eigenvector of @ at _+A, then QSrv = S@u. But then 
@(S - S’)u = TA(S - ST)v, 
so that (S - Sr)v is an eigenvector at r A. When @ has precisely p linearly 
independent eigenvectors at + A, we know their structure from Theorem 2.1. 
Using this, one can with the remark above construct p - 1 eigenvectors of @ 
at i A. Now the theorem follows easily. n 
A rough description of the theorem above is that in order to obtain the 
eigenvectors at -A one takes an eigenvector at A with as many zero first 
coefficients as possible and applies skew-symmetric Toeplitz operators of a 
certain bandwidth to it. 
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Let us first write a simple example to illustrate the results. Let 
0 0 *** 
0 0 -.- 
. . 
0 1 ..* 
1 0 .a* 
0 0 .** 
. . 
. . 
where in the top row there appear n 
even, the eigenspace at 1 is given by 
zeros before the 1 appears. When n is 
spa~~{e,,2,en/2-1 + e,L/2+l,...,eo + e,,), 
and at - 1 by 
span{e,,,_, -e,/2+1,...,qj - 4. 
When R is odd, the eigenspace at 1 is given by 
span{ e(, + 1)/2 +q,_,)/,,..., e0 + %I > 
and at - 1 by 
spanIe(, + 1)/2 - e(,-1)/2,. . , “0 + 4~ 
As the theorems, show, this simple example is already a good representa- 
tive for the general case. 
The results in this appendix are, of course, heavily related to the famous 
work of V. M. Adamajan, D. Z. Arov, and M. G. Krein [l]. In that paper, for 
instance, appears the result that for a compact Hankel operator @ on I, the 
space of ail vectors with 
is of the form 
span{(ST)‘O,. , STO,U, Su,. ., Sqv), 
for some o E I, and q E (0, 1,2, . , } (see [l, Theorem 2.21). 
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Another related paper is [6], where the result appears that the dimensions 
of the eigenspaces at A and -h differ by at most 1. In fact, it turns out that 
the property characterizes Hankel operators (see [6]; conjectured in [7]). The 
paper [3] also contains related results (e.g., Theorem 5.2 in [3]). 
We wish to thank V. V. Peller for providing us with the formula (A.4), 
which simplified the proof of Theorem A.1 considerably. 
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